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 I. 1. A) Camphor 2. C) Vitamin 3. D) Venus
  4. C) Electric cell 5. B) Yakshagana 6. D) Mercury
  7. A) Potential Energy 8. A) Millet 9. B) 2 : 1
  10. D) System of roads not suitable for transportation of vehicles
  11. B) Weight and Density of Shot-put is more
  12. C) We eat same type of food in all the seasons (12×1=12)

 II. 13. Substance formed of very small particles with same properties 2
    • ‘O’

  14. The lion capital with four lions is our National Emblem 1
	 	 → It has adopted from Sarnath pillar
	 	 →	Adopted from Ashoka pillar 1
  →	It has a wheel, horse and a bull at its base
  →	Importance of wheel, horse and a bull
  (Any suitable one point. Award one mark)

  15. A piece of land surrounded by water on all sides is called an Island.  1
   A piece of land is surrounded by water on three sides and one side by land is called as a Peninsula. 1

  16. Solid Liquid Gas
1) Wood 3) Water 4) Air
2) Sugar 
    powder

    
 1) ½

     2)  ½
     3) ½
   Each correct point is given ½ mark. 4) ½
   ½ × 4 = 2

  17.	 →	People fall sick easily 1
	 	 	 →	Poisonous chemicals enter the body due to the intake of tasty food instead of healthy food. 1
   →	Body is losing the power to fight diseases.
	 	 	 →	Consumption of spicy food and junk food has given rise to obesity problems.
	 	 	 →	(Each point carries one mark) (any 2) 
	 	 	 (Consider other related answers also)

  18. Transportation, safety packing facility roads street lights. 1
   Community halls, Parks, Hospitals, Shops, Electricity etc. 1
   Any suitable points to be rewarded.
   1 point – 1 mark

  19. →	Solar water heater, →	Solar cooker, →	Solar traffic signal,  →	Solar cooker, →	Solar calculator,
   →	Solar cell, →	Solar watch,  →	Solar streetlight, →	Solar lamps ,  2
   →	(Any 4), →	Each ex. – carry + ½ mark
   ½ × 4 =2
   (Any two examples)
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  20. ∗		 Protecting environment by using moderately. 2
   ∗		 Using more solar energy instead of conventional fuels.
    One mark for each point

  21. Objects 
that float 
in water

Objects that sink 
in water

Butter Metallic coin

Wooden 
duster

Iron nail

    ½

        ½

      ½

       ½

   Each correct answer carry
   ½ mark ½ × 4 = 2

  22. →	The peninsular plateau is rich in minerals 1
	 	 	 →	The rivers flowing across it are helpful for the cultivation of crops
	 	 	 →	There are many waterfalls which are useful for the generation of hydro-electricity 1
	 	 	 →	It is favourable for agriculture, rearing of animals and industries
   (any two)

  23. 1. Water pollution 1
   2. Contaminates the drinking water, makes it poisonous. 1
   3. Water will not be suitable for daily use. 1
   4. Aquatic animals die. 1
   5. Aquatic plant dies.
   6. Spread many diseases.
   (any 4)
   Any other suitable answer

  24.  1 mark drawing

  one mark for marking

   1) Jupiter    (1) 2) Earth   (1) 3) Mars  (1)
   1 Mark for marking each planet.
   Note : One mark for drawing
   Each planet marked carry 1 mark 1+1 × 3 = 4
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